Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

### New providers

- *Provider: AKADEMIAI KIADO AK (akademiai)*
  
  Akademiai Kiado Journals

- *Provider: EDP Sciences (edp)*
  
  EDP Sciences Journals  
  *** EDP Sciences Open Access Journals

### New collections

- Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)

  Bloomsbury ALL UK Tax  
  Bloomsbury I.B. Tauris International Political Economy Development and the Environment  
  Bloomsbury I.B. Tauris Literature and Performing Arts Archive 2006-2018  
  Bloomsbury I.B. Tauris Philosophy Archive 2013-2016  

- Provider: Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation Publishing (csiro)

  CSIRO eBooks: 2020 Titles - Part B

- Provider: e-Libro (elibro)

  elibro English  
  elibro High School

- Provider: InfoBase Learning (infobase)

  Films on Demand - Feature Films for Education
• Provider: INTELEX CORP (NLX)

InteLex Past Masters Augustine: Works (1st Release)
InteLex Past Masters Augustine: Works (3rd Release)
InteLex Past Masters Bonaventure: Works
InteLex Past Masters Pierre Bayle's Historical and Critical Dictionary
InteLex Past Masters: R. G. Collingwood: Philosophical Texts (1st Release)
InteLex Past Masters: The Utilitarians: Bentham-Mill-Sidgwick
InteLex Past Masters: The Collected Works of Bernard Mandeville
InteLex Past Masters The Collected Works of Boyd Henry Bode
InteLex Past Masters: The Collected Works of G. K. Chesterton
InteLex Past Masters: Collected Works of Hugues-Félicité Robert de Lamennais
InteLex Past Masters: The Collected Works of Wilfrid Sellars

• Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)

Wiley Digital Archives: Royal College of Physicians

• Provider: Knowledge Unlatched (knu)

*** HAU Books
*** IntechOpen Engineering
*** KU Select 2019: HSS Backlist Books
*** KU Select 2019: STEM Backlist Books
*** Open Research Library
*** Routledge African Studies 2020 – 2022
*** Open Library Politikwissenschaft 2020
*** wbv OpenLibrary 2020

• Provider: LLMC Digital Library Collection (llmc)

LLMC Indigenous Law Portal

• Provider: Ovid (Ovid)

LWW PA Rotations/Specialties

• Provider: Project Muse (Muse)

Project Muse Madison Wisconsin 2013-2017 Titles
Project Muse Madison Wisconsin All Titles
Project Muse Madison Wisconsin Archive Titles

• Provider: SpringerLink (springerlink)

Springer Computer Science eBooks 1960 English+International
New frontlist collections

The following new frontlist collections have been added. Since they are considered frontlist, titles will be added throughout the year as content is published and made available. Titles may be added through the calendar year.

- **Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)**

Wiley Frontlist Obook German Language 2020

- **Provider: Knowledge Unlatched (knu)**

*** KU Select 2019: HSS Frontlist Books
New cooperatively contributed collections

- Berghahn Open Access Journals (global.930.88) – contributed by Nicholson Library
- *** DTL OA Amarna Project Open Access Ebooks (global.197115.101) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Propylaeum Open Access Ebooks (global.197115.104) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA United Nations Open Access Ebooks (Human Rights and Refugees) (global.197115.93) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** Internet Archive CURATED Collection: Black Church and Faith (global.197115.86) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** Internet Archive CURATED Collection: Judaica Resources (global.197115.78) – contribute by Open Digital Theological Library
- *** Internet Archive CURATED Collection: Paganism (global.197115.77) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library

* indicates a new provider
*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist; not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection.
Discontinued collections have a lifespan of about six months+ before they are deleted. Plan to deselect discontinued collections before OCLC removes them from the knowledge base so you have a chance to select alternative collections. Find more information on the Discontinued knowledge base collections page.

- Provider: InfoBase Learning (infobase)
  Discontinued Collection: Films on Demand: Feature Films for Education (infobase.ffeduc)
  Select this collection instead: Films on Demand – Feature Films for Education (infobase.ffeduc2)

- Provider: MetaPress (metapress)
  Discontinued Collection: Akademiai Kiado (metapress.akademiai)
  Provider: AKADEMIAI KIADO AK (akademiai)
  Select this collection instead: Akademiai Kiado Journals (akademiai.journals)

- Provider: AKADEMIAI KIADO AK (akademiai)
  Discontinued Collection: Akademiai Kiado (OA Titles Only) (global.5644.354)
  Provider: AKADEMIAI KIADO AK (akademiai)
  Select this collection instead: Akademiai Kiado Journals (akademiai.journals)

- Provider: Akadémiai Kiadó (openly.jsCate.akiado)
  Discontinued Collection: Akadémiai Kiadó
Statistics

Totals:
727 providers
16,666 collections
48,674,656 records